Flexible mounting and customized solutions for any application

**FIXED MOUNTS**
- Ideal for activated sludge tanks or tanks with walkways
- Variable mounting angle offers flexibility
- Improved mount brackets for advanced height flexibility
- Easily perform maintenance while the aerator is mounted
- Robust stainless steel construction
- Low O&M cost investment

*does not offer vertical adjustability like Universal Bridge Mount*

**FLOAT MOUNTS**
- Ideal for activated sludge tanks
- Flexibility to make adjustments in changing conditions. Aerators easily rotate out of the water or may be floated to the side of the basin for easy maintenance
- Inline or span direct mooring options
- Adaptable to a large range of depth fluctuation with fixed guiderail or swing arm systems
- Designed to support aerator, mooring and electrical cable
- FRP (fiberglass reinforced plastic)/stainless steel anti-slip walkways
- Rigid vortex shield for expanded protection against vortexing
- Improved mounting brackets for advanced height flexibility
- Flexibility is ideal for retrofits
- Expandable if extra float capacity is required
- Low installation cost investment
ACCESSORIES

- Walkways- Easily maintain equipment with our FRP/stainless steel walkways
- Cable floats
- Anti-erosion baffle
- Float support for low water levels
- Guiderails for fluctuating water levels